
TECHNICAL SHEET

EUROCLASSIC 139 "ESPRIT"
Price : 140 000€

Year : 2004

A great opportunity to acquire one of the liveaboard Euroclassic barges. Their reputation for interior comfort and
space make the Euroclassics ideal boats for making your home afloat. Esprit has done 5 years within a hire fleet but
has been cruising as a private boat for the last 8 years. Two cabins to sleep four, a large open saloon and an
additional TV lounge.
Length 13m72

Breadth 4m12

Draft 0m80

Air Draft 2m59

Category Inland waterways -  C

Engine
Beta Marine 75hp , 5.63kw with 7kva 230v alternateur.  Engine hours 3150

Tanks 900 litres diesel; 900 litres water, black water tank installed, 2 x 500 integral holding tanks (inc pump out
fittings)

Electrical circuits 
12volt for domestic systems
Battery charger - domestic battery set new in 2018
 220v shore power connection

Caracteristiques/
Equipment
1. Interior: 
 Master cabin rear, with double berth, plenty of storage space - cupboards, drawers.
 En suite bathroom with WC electrique, large shower et washbasin
 Open plan saloon and galley - internal helm position
 Galley equipped with gas over/grill, four burner hob, micro-wave, 2 gas fridges 85 litres.
 Hot water boiler 220v
 Central Heating
 Air conditioning unit in the saloon - Tel Air
 Compact television lounge with armchairs , second bathroom with electric wc, shower and basin
 Forward Cabin with two single berths,  third bathroom with large shower, wc electric, basin.
   2. Exterior
 Outside helm position on large sundeck
 Two sliding doors midships, port and starboard, for easy access to the saloon.
 Rubber fendering all around the boat
 Winter cover for foredeck, cabin roof and outside helm position
3. Additional equipment
 Aluminium shore gang plank,  curtains, blinds, carpets, two leather swivel armchairs, folding table and two directors
chairs for saloon, exterior glass table and matching folding chairs x 4, folding helm seat for exterior, 2 gas
bottles, 220v vacuum cleaner,  rubber fenders, tuyau d'eau et rallonges éléctriq
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